### Supplement Table S1 Questions asked of participants

#### Both Conferences

1. What type of positive tactile interventions are routinely used in your NICU? (massage, touch, holding, skin to skin, other)
2. What auditory interventions does your unit routinely use? (Recorded music/singing, live music, recorded music/singing, recorded biological sounds, maternal voice recordings, other)
3. What vestibular interventions does your unit routinely use? (infant swings, rocking, waterbeds, other)
4. What visual exposures does your unit routinely use? (alternate bright light and dim/no light [not cycled], dim light, cycled light, continuous light, use of visual stimuli, erratic)
5. What kinesthetic interventions does your unit routinely use? (physical or occupational therapy, stretching, range of motion/body movement through space, craniofacial or myofascial release)
6. What multimodal interventions does your unit routinely use? (auditory + tactile + visual interventions, massage therapy [+tactile + kinesthetic portions], skin-to-skin/Kangaroo care + auditory interventions, auditory + tactile + visual + vestibular intervention; auditory + tactile + visual interventions)

#### Graven’s Conference Only

7. At what postmenstrual age (PMA) does your unit routinely use positive tactile interventions, auditory interventions, multimodal interventions, vestibular interventions, visual interventions, and kinesthetic interventions? (24–26 weeks, 27–29 weeks, 30–32 weeks, 33–34 weeks, >35 weeks)
8. Under what conditions does your unit routinely use tactile interventions, auditory interventions, multimodal interventions, vestibular interventions, visual interventions, and kinesthetic interventions? (intubation, oscillation, ECMO, CPAP/SIPAP, acute sepsis/physiological instability)
9. Who routinely delivers tactile interventions, auditory interventions, multimodal interventions, vestibular interventions, visual interventions, and kinesthetic interventions? (parent, nurse, therapist, Child Life, volunteers, other)

#### NANT Conference Only

10. Do you have a specific tactile stimulation protocol?
11. Do you have a specific auditory stimulation protocol?
12. Do you have a specific vestibular stimulation protocol?
13. Do you have a specific light or visual stimulation protocol?
14. Do you have a specific kinesthetic stimulation protocol?
15. Do you have a specific multimodal stimulation protocol?

Abbreviations: ECMO, extracorporeal membrane oxygenation; CPAP/SIPAP, continuous positive airway pressure/synchronized intermittent positive airway pressure; NICU, neonatal intensive care unit.